








         






       









          

        




          





Much of our modern lifestyle is made possible by a network of
facilities and built-in services we use everyday.



        
          

 
          






        







             




On average, each person uses about 125 gallons of water every day in
and around the home.



               

         
          












          


When commercial uses are added, it is easy to see why water supply
problems occur.



           

             


          

         


          














          
           





          



Direct catchment of rainwater could supply all of our water needs.

          
          
           









          
            






Groundwater is stored in large holding tanks, some of which hold
1 million gallons of water.



         


            




           



To keep the water pressurized and moving, pumps must be installed at
critical locations.










           




              

            













The treatment plant is designed to process large quantities of wastewater on a continual basis.





 


         



           




         



          

          








Wastewater, which is heavily saturated with organic matter upon
entering the plant...



          



          





          

         

         







         


...is cleaner and noticeably clearer when it is discharged into the ocean.













           

Diesel engine generator units produce Saipan’s, Tinian’s and Rota’s
electricity.






        
 

         




          



A megawatt is equal to 10,000 average light bulbs operating at the
same time.







        







         
            

         


A power plant usually has several different generators.





         



         




         




         


Feeders “feed” electricity to a facility called a substation.







         

         


        




Several private firms provide residential and commercial trash pick-up
in the CNMI.










        


         



The most important transportation infrastructure in the CNMI is our
roadways.




            



        
         







          

Saipan’s commercial port serves as the main port for the CNMI and
feeds other island ports.

         




        










          






Tinian Harbor was originally constructed by the US military during
World War II.


        
        


           
        









       



 











Rota's West Harbor was expanded in 1988 and again in 1996.


          



















  
       


The Francisco C. Ada Saipan International Airport is the largest
airport in the CNMI.


        

         



         


      







         
          


Tinian airport has a single runway and a relatively new terminal
building.

         
        
        
         




        








         

      

          


The Rota International Airport also has a single runway. There are
plans to also expand the runway to receive larger aircraft.

















        
        

      






          



          

        





        
           


Our Department of Public Safety (DPS) is charged with the legal and
moral responsibility to provide our public with reasonable safety
services.



            



      





 
         
       







The Commonwealth has to field a full compliment of police, corrections, fire, and emergency medical services and auxiliary services 24
hours per day, 7 days per week.




         
        


         



        






The boating safety section’s function is to safeguard lives and property
in the water.


         




        










        
       





Boating safety personnel are a combination of police and firefighters.


         










           







         

  





The fire suppression unit’s main role is to extinguish fires.




      
















EMS constitutes our mobile medical services whose ambulance
personnel are classified as Fire Fighter-EMT’s or as Fire FighterParamedics.














The Bureau of Motor Vehicles is responsible for registering all motor
vehicles and insuring they are inspected for safety.








       
     

        
       
         


          
          


       

The Division of Corrections is responsible for guarding our
Commonwealth’s incarcerated persons.












         

         

        


         
         


Our Office of Emergency Management (EMO) is headquartered in
Capitol Hill on Saipan.






          









         











           










           









Northern Marianas College (NMC) is mandated to provide postsecondary, adult, and continuing education.


       

           


       





         


 

         





          

        
         


           



       




         

        
       


The agriculture and life science research program conducts agricultural
research projects in the CNMI.



        
      



           
         










            

         
   













Our largest hospital is the Commonwealth Health Center (CHC) on
Saipan.



         

      






           



        











The Joeten-Kiyu public library building in Susupe, Saipan was
donated to the CNMI citizens by Mr. Jose Tenorio (Joeten) and Mr.
Manuel Villagomez (Kiyu).










        

         










         






         



The Olympio T. Borja memorial library has a permanent collection of
nearly 60,000 titles.




          

          






          




Our recreational facilities allow us to come together as a community,
to interact socially, and to jointly work to resolve our community
concerns.




         
         
       





        


        

          
















